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Summary of ARL’s Climate Theme
 Climate Observing Networks

Providing high-quality observations to 
support climate research and monitoring

 Climate Variability and Change Analysis

Understanding past climate variations,  
their interconnections and causes

 Regional Climate Modeling

Developing a NOAA modeling           
capability for addressing regional    
climate change issues
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ModelingAnalysis

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To quickly summarize, the presentations you’ve heard, along with the poster presentations, present our climate theme, which encompasses three main areas. Each of these has different historical roots and is at different levels of maturity, but together they form a contribution to NOAA’s and the nation’s overall climate research portfolio. We’ve tried to demonstrate the nature of our contributions.  In the area of climate observing networks, Bruce has described ARL’s role in establishing reference surface climate observations in the US, and Tilden described the emerging surface energy budget network.  In the poster session, we hope you had a chance to look at how ARL has provided motivation for, leadership in, and research to support a global network for reference observations of upper-air climate.We’ve explained some of our analyses of climate variability and change. Melissa and I focused today on work with upper-air temperature and related issues, such as tropopause changes and their relation to tropical belt widening.   In posters, Ally Zhang described our efforts to bridge the gap between boundary layer meteorology and climate science, working toward an understanding of the global planetary boundary layer.  And Melissa showed work to understand change in US cloudiness, which is of interest both because of the role of clouds in climate feedback mechanisms and their modulation of solar radiation, as a possible source of renewable energy.And Julian’s poster described our collaborative efforts to develop a premier regional climate modeling system to address needs for climate information with well-quantified uncertainty estimates.



Indicators of Preeminence
 Awards

 Commerce Dept. and NOAA Gold, Silver and Bronze Medals

 Three major World Meteorological Organization awards

 Several NOAA Research Outstanding Paper Awards

 Scientific leadership and service
 Journal editorial boards

 American Meteorological Society

 National Research Council committees

 World Meteorological Organization

 Global Climate Observing System
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Presentation Notes
These are some indicators of the recognition of ARL’s climate research by the scientific community.  The WMO awards were the Vaisala Award and the Norbert Gerbier-MUMM award (the latter twice, for two separate achievements by different ARL scientists).  ARL scientists have shown leadership within the climate community, within the World Meteorological Organization, American Meteorological Society, etc., and scientific journalsDetails can be found in the lab review materials on “preeminence”.



Publications
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ARL Climate Publications
2001-2010

Total = 90; Average = 9/year
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Presentation Notes
Our publication record, along with that of the entire lab, is included in your packet, and you’ll also find citation statistics, showing the highest Hirsch indices in the lab are from the climate activity.  The graphs show publication statistics for all of ARL’s climate activity for the past decade.  Much of this output is cited in climate and ozone assessments, particularly the work of the Climate Variability and Change Analysis group. We hope you had a chance to look at the poster summarizing our extensive involvement with US and international assessments of climate science and the ozone layer over the past 20 yrs.



Future Plans
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 Climate Observing Networks
 Continued support for US surface climate reference networks

 Integration of Surface Energy Balance Network with surface radiation networks

 Continued research in support of GCOS  Reference Upper Air Network

 Climate Variability and Change Analysis
 Continued analysis of temperature trends and their uncertainties

 Expansion of planetary boundary layer and cloudiness research

 Focus on tropical tropopause and linkages to stratospheric water vapor

 Maintaining flexibility to address emerging scientific problems

 Regional Climate Modeling
 Work toward a regional Earth system modeling capability 

 Incorporate a data assimilation capability 

 Develop a model-based satellite data calibration and validation tool

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here are some of our future plans, which mainly represent continuation of the projects you’ve heard about today and in the poster session. These are our highest priority areas of focus, but, to be honest, resources for this work are limited and these plans may be scaled back.  Although this list may appear to represent a series of unrelated topics, there are connections among them.  For example, the surface energy balance network and the GCOS upper air reference network have in common the capabilities of the Baseline Surface Radiation Network, so some sites could be co-located and coordinated. And one of the motivations for studying the planetary boundary is to see whether boundary layer characteristics, or changes in the boundary layer over time, could aid in understanding differences the vertical structure of temperature trends. 



Questions ?
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